
Tender Love and Care For Your Awesome Jewelries 

 

There is some thing charming about even the idea of Los Angeles Engagement Ring Designs. The word 

'designer' creates images of romance, mystery, outstanding originality, flair and opulence. 

 

While many folks shy away at the idea of the price tag that should be attached to such creations and do 

not anticipate to be one that was gifted, we are fascinated by the thought of them and feel the 

irresistible urge to find out only what the fuss is about. 

 

Whether you are taking a look at a really exceptional Leon Popov butterfly ring or a simple platinum and 

diamond Tacori ring, an elaborate but refined Danhov, you can find many reasons that we look at 

designer engagement ring designs. 

 

1 - We need their skill and ingenuity 

 

We need our ring to be distinctively designed by an individual who can gather all our feelings for each 

other, our hopes and our visions and turn them into a work of art that can be worn for eternity just as 

we commission someone to paint a picture. 

 

We want to look at our ring and instantly feel this link through it with each other and with it. 

 

Like anything Haute Couture, a designer engagement ring is exclusive and exceptional for you. You could 

get away with buying clothing 'off the rack' - but your engagement ring has to be something really 

unique. 

 

3 - Inspiration 

 

Joel Madden and Nicole Ritchie did it, so did many other stars. Designing your own ring is becoming 

more and more popular. We might look at designer engagement ring designs to get inspiration for our 

own unique ring because there are a great number of places now that we could design our own ring 

online. 

 

https://designerdivajewelry.com/


In case you like Kate Middleton's ring, but need a ruby in place of a sapphire, although you adore Cartier 

but merely can't quite afford the name tag, then designing your own version of their rings of one is very 

simple. 

 

You would certainly be forgiven for thinking that in regards to engagement rings there's quite little 

choice available now in the event you'd just popped into your local jeweler. The usual ring is made up of 

single diamond. The ring itself can have different looks depending on whether you need a conventional 

appearing ring or a modern one and occasionally you will see three stone settings or setting with a 

handful of side rocks. More information you can find at https://designerdivajewelry.com/  

 

Even an easy solitaire can be a special and treasured by including a contemporary twist to the band, all 

which can be located with designer engagement ring designs together with the addition of smaller 

diamonds, elaborate engraving or gift. Our Facebook Page. 

 

https://designerdivajewelry.com/
https://www.facebook.com/Designer-Diva-Jewelry-1753865148204071

